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Season 3, Episode 2
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Blood Is The New Black



A new "A" player is in town and is determined to show the Liars that he/she means business. After getting a gruesome reminder that "A" is still calling the shots, Aria, Emily, Hanna and Spencer try to quickly devise a plan on how to deal with this old/new threat and the usual game that has been taken up a notch. Spencer and Hanna continue to play with fire as they look for answers, while one of Aria’s past indiscretions becomes fodder for "A’s" game.

Meanwhile, a still very shaky Emily tries to focus on school but could easily be derailed when she remembers a crucial piece from "that night."
Quest roles:
Sasha Pieterse(Alison DiLaurentis), Tyler Blackburn(Caleb Rivers), Janel Parrish(Mona Vanderwaal), Holly Marie Combs(Ella Montgomery), Chad Lowe(Byron Montgomery), Lesley Fera(Veronica Hastings), Keegan Allen(Toby Cavanaugh), Tammin Sursok(Jenna Marshall), Yani Gellman(Garrett Reynolds), Julian Morris(Wren Kingston), Amanda Schull(Meredith Sorenson), Rolando Boyce(Guard), Josh Covitt(Sales Clerk)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
12 June 2012, 20:00
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